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Geospatial statistical development at the NSO Mongolia

- GIS was first introduced at the NSO Mongolia for the 2010 Population and Housing Census: used throughout all stages.
- Before 2010, use of geographic information in statistical mainly served as planning and monitoring tools in forms of rough drawing of basic cartography.
- The development of GIS at the NSO Mongolia brought the inter-agency government collaboration to next level.
- Developing “Geographic information system” through Smart Government Project.

ArcGIS server

https://maps.1212.mn/arcgis/home/
9.1.1. Proportion of the rural population who live within 2 km of an all-season road

Used: ArcGIS desktop

Data source:
- Road data -> road which is used in all season
- Population and household database -> Location and distribution of rural population

How:
- Selected road which is used in all season
- Estimated 2kms buffer zone from road -> 2kms away from rural and central road network
- Showed Location of household by points
- Identified households located in 2kms buffer zone
- Estimated total number of rural population located in 2kms buffer zone
- Total population divided by total number of rural population located in 2kms buffer zone and multiplied by 100.

Challenge: Missing road data
Using the integrated databases of geospatial and statistics for SDGs implementation

Integrating the geospatial information and statistics databases is crucial for SDG implementation more than evaluation.

Example of using integrated geospatial statistical database for informed decision making:
7.1.1. Proportion of population with access to electricity
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Please visit:
www.nso.mn for general information
www.1212.mn for statistics
www.maps.1212.mn for maps
http://sdg.gov.mn/ for SDGs dashboard